components

lighting
Lighting is an important part of creating the cohesive town center feeling. There should be several
levels of lighting to meet different needs. The illustration below shows how these levels of lighting
can work together to make a safe, vibrant night environment.
street lighting

Decorative street lights
illuminate the street
and are another item
that can help deﬁne the
town's character.

storefronts

Transparent storefronts
provide vignettes of
activity inside the
shops and restaurants.
Additionally, light
spillage provides extra
illumination on the
sidewalk.

product display
windows

Internally lit windows
provide light spilling
onto the sidewalk as
well as after-hours
interest and window
shopping opportunities.

lit signage

Externally lit signage
can visually warm up
the facades at night
and provide interesting
lighting that will spill
onto the street.

pedestrian lights

Pedestrian scaled poles
are often used in retail
areas to lend a more
intimate lighting scale.

lighting styles

Choosing the style of lighting is an important decision in creating
the atmosphere of a town. There are many styles of exterior
lighting ranging from sleekly modern to classically ﬂuted. A whole
family of light ﬁxtures can be created to meet the various needs.
The drawing to the right depicts a family of poles and bollards
designed for a district in Pittsburgh. Right to left: 25' Street light,
15' Pedestrian pole, two options for bollards and a multi-functional
pole to carry trafﬁc lights, street lights and pedestrian walk signs.
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material palettes
Materials are a very important part of creating a cohesive feel for a town. The following are our
recommendations for what materials are appropriate and attractive.
Crosswalks and Intersections
Brick and pavers are popular materials for crosswalks because of their quaint, old timey feel, but they
aren't very functional in the northern half of the United States. Freeze/thaw cycles loosen the bricks
from their setting beds, snow plows can't plow effectively over the irregular surfaces and they become
a maintenance nightmare. Using a typical road construction material, such as concrete or asphalt,
makes for a longer lasting, less maintenance intensive crosswalk. Stamping, coloring or saw cutting
can achieve a unique look.
Our recommendation is to not use a special material at the crosswalks at all. Instead, use thick striping
of the pavement to deﬁne the pedestrian area and focus on using interesting materials in the sidewalks,
where they will have more impact on the pedestrian experience and the character of the town.
The usage of a different material at the intersections is also a popular idea in recent streetscape
projects. The same issues are present with material changes at the intersections as they are in the
crosswalks. Stamped concrete is a popular but expensive solution. Studying the possibility of raising
the intersections to provide additional trafﬁc calming and increased pedestrian accessibility is a valid
and interesting effort.
Sidewalks
Sidewalks, combined with the buildings and streetscape elements that bound them, create the bulk
of the pedestrian environment. They are a great place to focus public money in order to make a
difference in the atmosphere of a town, both for the pedestrians that are shopping, eating and walking,
but also for the drivers that pass through the town. Materials can be used to deﬁne various zones
within the sidewalk. A common method is to make the bulk of the sidewalk out of concrete and utilize
a different material in a strip along the road that contains the street trees, light poles, parking meters,
park benches and other elements of a well-stocked commercial district. Just about any paving material
is appropriate as a sidewalk material. Brick, pavers, stamped, colored or cut concrete, stone, or even
certain kinds of gravel, packed limestone or landscaping might be appropriate in an accent strip.
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new residential development in the town center
Developing residential units in and around the town center will bring life to the streets and will aid in
connecting the existing sections of residential to the town center. Having residents in the town center
will also increase activity in the center and add pedestrians to the streets. Offering a diverse mix of
housing types will appeal to a wider market.

types of residential units
apartments and
townhomes

Create connections
from existing residential
neighborhoods

new streets

All new streets should
have landscaping and
sidewalks to create
an environment that
is welcoming to both
vehicles and pedestrians

mixed-use

Residential units above
new retail

single family
homes

Denser single family
homes along new
streets make the link
between existing
neighborhoods and new
residential and retail.

apartments or
group living units
mid-block common
space
Common outdoor
space located in the
middle of blocks is
an amenity
townhomes
Residential units with
shared walls
mixed-use

Residential units above
new retail
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new street connections
Creating a ﬁne-grained street network will be an important step in both managing trafﬁc congestion
and stimulating the desired development pattern. This pattern will allow trafﬁc to ﬂow in multiple
directions without the congestion caused by the current concentration on two main roads. The ﬁner
street network will also allow greater pedestrian connectivity.

planning for the
future

Building new streets
anticipating future
development that will
happen around the new
Wal-Mart

parallel streets

Building new streets
that run parallel to the
main streets will ease
trafﬁc volumes on the
main thoroughfares

creating a
backdoor

Connecting and
extending existing
streets creates a
network of streets
that locals can take
advantage of to avoid
the heavier trafﬁcked
main streets. This
has the duel beneﬁt of
creating shortcuts for
locals and also easing
the trafﬁc on the main
streets

paper streets

There are existing lots
that were set aside at
one point for street
construction, but the
streets were never
constructed. These
allow new streets to
tie into existing ones
without removing any
existing buildings

subdivide larger
blocks

Dividing larger blocks
will create more
opportunities for
new mixed use and
residential development
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control the big box development
Big box development is a staple of modern development. There is a lot of interest in the Hermitage
market from developers looking to build large stores with a few out parcels. The locations of these
developments and the manner in which they are developed can be controlled with some changes to the
zoning code.

landscaped buffers
Landscaped buffers should
be provided between large
retail development and
incompatible uses, such as
residential or schools, to
lessen the negative impacts
of the new development on
existing properties.

landscaped parking
islands
The current landscaping
requirements for parking
lots is good and is especially
important in large parking
lots.
landscaped, wet retention
ponds
Detention ponds are a
requirement when dealing
with the drainage of large
sections of pavement and are
often an eyesore, a dry, weedﬁlled hole at the edge of the
property. They can become
an amenity if attractively
landscaped and kept full of
water.

out parcels
Out parcels should be built
in front of the big box
retail and should consist of
small retail, businesses and
restaurants that front on the
street. Out parcels should
be constructed to the buildto lines.

building orientation
If the main building is
going to be near the street,
it should be oriented to
face the street and should
meet new build-to lines.
The building facades
facing public streets
should also meet all design
requirements for windows,
facade treatments, entries
and landscaping to avoid
presenting a large, ugly
blank face to the street.

access/connecting
streets
Access streets must be
located with the big box
developments in order to
ease trafﬁc and organize
the parking. These streets
should be aligned to create
connections between existing
neighborhoods wherever
possible.
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a plan of the vision

This is a plan showing how the components previously shown could be assembled to create a town center.
The actual plan of the town could take a much different form depending on developer interest, redevelopment
rates and the market. Public investment can encourage and guide this development through infrastructure
investments.

connecting streets
Inserted behind
developments, they
connect uses and
relieve some of the
trafﬁc congestion

create a main street
Incremental
redevelopment of State
Street to create a more
urban streetscape and
develop a walkable
district

inﬁll parking lots
Additional retail
development along
street grid inserted into
existing, underutilized
parking lots

controlled big box
development
Located outside
of the town center
and following
design guidelines
addressing siting,
outparcels, signage and
landscaping

residential
development
Connects the existing
residential communities
to the new retail center
of the town

natural corridors
Improve natural stream
corridors and create
trails for recreation
as well as additional
connections to the
neighborhoods

possible
redevelopment of
mall site
Extend new street grid
and build mixed use
development
physical town center
Create a space that is
the physical and visual
heart of town

planted medians and
landscaped buffers
New street sections
along Hermitage
Boulevard, East State
Street and the Shenango
Valley Expressway
lend an urban feel to
the streets and screen
development and
parking lots
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alternatives

large parcel possibilities
The development of the mall site and the large property to the north could happen in a variety of ways.
The following two plans show a couple of the many possibilities.

retention of mall and big box
Out parcels could be developed following
new streetscape standards and give the
streets a built edge. The existing mall
could be updated and the parking lots
reconﬁgured.

REPLACE

Big box development could be constructed
on the McConnell property to the north of
the mall. Out parcels should be built along
the street. Parking lots should be arranged
according to the Ofﬁcial Map to allow for
a street grid to extend through if the mall
property were to ever be redeveloped.

residential and mixed use
The out parcels developed around the mall could
become part of a larger network of mixed use
buildings if the mall property were eventually
redeveloped. Buildings containing ﬁrst ﬂoor
retail and second story residential or businesses
should line the new street grid. Parking should
be located both on-street and in landscaped
parking lots located in the center of the new
blocks. Residential units built in this area should
be dense at the center and become less dense
the further they are away from retail. This
might manifest itself as attached townhomes and
apartment buildings near the core, changing to
single family, detached homes closer to existing
residential developments.
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